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Abstract
The enormous size of mammalian genomes means that for a DNA-binding protein, the number of 
non-specific, off-target sites vastly exceeds the number of specific, cognate sites. How mammalian 
DNA-binding proteins overcome this challenge to efficiently locate their target sites is not known. 
Here through live-cell single-molecule tracking, we show that CCCTC-binding factor, CTCF, is 
repeatedly trapped in small zones that likely correspond to CTCF clusters, in a manner that is 
largely dependent on an internal RNA-binding region (RBRi). We develop a new theoretical 
model, Anisotropic Diffusion through transient Trapping in Zones (ADTZ), to explain CTCF 
dynamics. Functionally, transient RBRi-mediated trapping increases the efficiency of CTCF target 
search by ~2.5 fold. Overall, our results suggest a “guided” mechanism where CTCF clusters 
concentrate diffusing CTCF proteins near cognate binding sites, thus increasing the local ON-rate. 
We suggest that local guiding may allow DNA-binding proteins to more efficiently locate their 
target sites.
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INTRODUCTION
Mammalian nuclei are organized by a myriad of biophysical forces into sub-compartments 
with distinct functions. At the micron-scale, nuclear compartments such as nucleoli, 
speckles, and Cajal bodies, carry out specialized biochemical functions that are spatially 
segregated1. Below the micron-scale and diffraction-limit of conventional optical 
microscopy, many proteins interact dynamically to form local high concentration clusters or 
hubs2. Thus, many proteins exhibit a non-random nuclear distribution. Similarly, many 
proteins display anomalous and non-Brownian diffusion inside the nucleus3–5, which has 
been proposed to be due to molecular crowding and transient interactions2,6,7. It is still 
unclear what mechanisms allow proteins to form clusters and control their diffusion and 
target search mechanism in vivo.
Since the kinetics of a reaction or binding event depend on the diffusive properties and 
nuclear organization of the reactants2,8, understanding the molecular interactions that control 
a nuclear protein’s target search mechanism and its overall distribution is essential to 
understanding its function. Target search mechanisms have been extensively probed in 
prokaryotes9, where studies have emphasized the importance of co-localization between 
genes encoding transcription factors and their binding sites10–13. In prokaryotes, proteins are 
thought to locate their binding sites through facilitated diffusion14,15, which involved two 
types of motion: (1) sliding in 1D along DNA; (2) disassociating from DNA, diffusing in 
3D, and rebinding at a proximal DNA site. It is thought that a mixture of these two modes of 
motion serves as the optimal search strategy16. In contrast to bacteria, however, mammalian 
genomes are enormous and chromatinized. Specifically, nucleosomes would seem to rule out 
1D sliding on DNA in mammals, which raises the question of how DNA binding proteins 
find their targets in mammalian nuclei.
Here we investigate how mammalian DNA-binding proteins find their nuclear targets and 
focus on the nuclear target-search mechanism of CTCF. CTCF, together with the cohesin 
complex, folds mammalian genomes into spatial domains known as Topologically 
Associating Domains (TADs), which regulate enhancer-promoter contacts and gene 
expression17. CTCF is an 11-Zinc Finger DNA-binding protein with unstructured N- and C-
terminal domains, whose function remains poorly understood17. Cohesin is thought to be a 
ring-shaped multi-subunit complex, which holds together CTCF-demarcated TADs as 
chromatin loops18. Although CTCF and cohesin have emerged as key regulators of genome 
organization and function, their nuclear target search mechanisms have not been studied.
Using Single-Particle Tracking (SPT) and theoretical modeling, we show here that both 
CTCF and cohesin exhibit unusual nuclear target search mechanisms, where anisotropic 
diffusion arises from being transiently trapped in specific zones with a characteristic size of 
~200 nm. Our results indicate that these zones correspond to CTCF clusters and, 
surprisingly, we find that trapping inside them is largely due to an internal RNA-binding 
region (RBRi) in CTCF. Functionally, transient RBRi-mediated trapping in zones increases 
the efficiency of CTCF’s DNA-target search mechanism by about 2.5-fold. More generally, 
we suggest that “guiding” could be an effective way to control and regulate the local 
concentration of proteins in the nucleus around specific sites.
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RESULTS
CTCF exhibits anisotropic nuclear diffusion
We noticed that CTCF exhibits anomalous diffusion (Supplementary Fig. 1; Video 1–4). 
This motivated us to systematically investigate how CTCF, cohesin and other nuclear 
proteins explore the mammalian nucleus using single-particle tracking (SPT). Using our 
established mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC) and human osteosarcoma (U2OS) cell lines, 
where CTCF and the cohesin subunit Rad21 have been endogenously HaloTagged19, we 
applied stroboscopic photo-activation SPT (spaSPT; Fig. 1a;19,20) to track single protein 
molecules over time in live cells. spaSPT overcomes common biases in SPT by using 
stroboscopic excitation to minimize “motion-blur” bias19–22 and by using photo-activation 
to track at low densities of ~0.5–1.0 molecules per nucleus per frame, which minimizes 
tracking errors19,20,23,24. Most nuclear proteins are in either a “bound” chromatin-associated 
state (e.g. trajectory A in Fig. 1b) or a seemingly “free” diffusing state (e.g. trajectory B in 
Fig. 1b). To explore the nuclear diffusion mechanism, we need to analyze exclusively the 
“free” trajectory segments. We applied a Hidden-Markov Model (HMM)25 to classify 
trajectories into bound and free segments, removed the bound segments, and calculated the 
angle26–28 between 3 consecutive localizations provided that both displacements making up 
the angle were much larger than our localization error of ~35 nm (Fig. 1b; Supplementary 
Note 1). Finally, to comprehensively analyze the data at multiple spatiotemporal scales, we 
generated a large data set by imaging almost two thousand single cells at three different 
frame-rates (223 Hz, 134 Hz, 74 Hz; see Data Availability for raw data).
We first analyzed two independent mESC Halo-CTCF clones, C59 and C87. Surprisingly, 
the angle distribution from diffusing CTCF trajectories showed a large peak at ~180° (Fig. 
1c). This indicates that CTCF displays a directional bias: once CTCF has moved in one 
direction, it is substantially more likely to move backward in the opposite direction than to 
continue forward. Brownian motion, which is istropic, cannot expain this behavior. To 
quantify this effect, we define a “fold anisotropy” metric, f180/0: how many fold more likely 
is a step backward relative to a step forward, which for CTCF was 1.77 in mESCs. While 
confinement inside the nucleus is expected to cause some anisotropy due to collisions with 
the nuclear envelope, the free, nuclear Halo-3xNLS protein was almost isotropic, 
f180/0=1.12, ruling out nuclear confinement as the explanation (Fig. 1c). Could this be a 
general effect of all DNA-binding proteins? To test this, we analyzed Halo-Sox2 knock-in 
mESCs29, but Sox2 was also much less anisotropic than CTCF (f180/0=1.27; Fig. 1c). Thus, 
CTCF exhibits anisotropic diffusion distinct from other nuclear DNA-binding proteins.
A previous study reported that PTEFb exhibits scale-free anisotropic diffusion, with a 
magnitude of anisotropy that remains constant in space and time26. To see if a similar 
mechanism holds for CTCF, we analyzed f180/0 as a function of the lag time between frames 
(Fig. 1d) and the mean displacement length (Fig. 1e). After an initial decline, f180/0 was 
relatively constant in time (Fig. 1d; Measurements become noisy at long lag times (>60 ms), 
due to few long trajectories). Surprisingly, CTCF showed a clear anisotropy peak at ~200 nm 
displacements (Fig. 1e). This type of diffusion has, to the best of our knowledge, not been 
observed previously. The spatial dependence was clearer when we plotted f180/0 as a 
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function of the length of the first and second displacements: CTCF showed a prominent peak 
(Fig. 1f), which was not seen for Halo-3xNLS (Fig. 1g). Using simulations (Supplementary 
Fig. 2–3), we verified that the observed anisotropy was not due to our localization 
uncertainty of ~35 nm (Supplementary Fig. 2a–c; Note though that at >60 nm localization 
uncertainty, artefactual anisotropy appears: Supplementary Fig. 3). We verified that our 
pipeline (Fig. 1b) removed the bound population near-completely (Supplementary Fig. 2d–f; 
Supplementary Table 1). Naturally, a protein bound to the chromatin polymer will fluctuate 
back and forth, creating apparent anisotropic motion30,31. Indeed, the velocity 
autocorrelation function of a chromatin-bound protein has a negative dip32 because 
chromatin diffusion is subdiffusive. However, because of the ~2–3 orders of magnitude 
slower movement of chromatin compared to CTCF, such motion exhibits short 
displacements. We verified using simulations of chromatin polymer diffusion 
(Supplementary Fig. 2g) that our HMM-approach (Fig. 1b) fully filtered out this polymer-
bound population. Thus, chromatin fluctuations cannot explain CTCF anisotropy. To further 
confirm that this result was also not due to tracking errors, we performed 2-color spaSPT 
control experiments: we labeled Halo-CTCF 1:1 with two distinguishable dyes, PA-JF549 
and PA-JF646, which enabled us to identify tracking errors (e.g. red→green switches within 
the same trajectory). As expected, tracking errors were almost non-existent at the low 
densities of our imaging (Supplementary Fig. 4). However, we found that tracking errors 
increase exponentially with displacement length reaching ~5% around ~800 nm 
displacements (Supplementary Fig. 4a,f). We thus limited our analysis to displacements 
below this length (full discussion in Supplementary Note 2). Finally, we asked whether this 
mechanism is conserved between species and analyzed CTCF diffusion in human U2OS 
cells. Human CTCF similarly showed highly anisotropic diffusion peaking at ~200 nm 
displacements (Supplementary Fig. 5a–d). Notably, when we analyzed cohesin anisotropy, 
we found a similar anisotropic diffusion mechanism peaking around ~200 nm displacements 
(Fig. 1d,e,h and Supplementary Fig. 5e–j). We conclude that CTCF and cohesin exhibit a 
previously unreported mode of anisotropic nuclear diffusion that is conserved between 
mouse stem cells and human cancer cells.
Transient trapping in Zones can explain CTCF dynamics
Whereas anisotropic PTEFb diffusion was scale-free and thus explainable with a fractal 
model26, CTCF anisotropy is not uniform with displacement length (i.e., it peaks at ~200 
nm). Hence, a different mechanism is needed to explain CTCF dynamics. We hypothesized 
that weak and transient interactions could govern CTCF motion in the nucleus. If the 
probability of binding transiently at a given position was uniform throughout the nucleus, 
the resulting protein diffusion should be isotropic and Brownian, but with an effective 
(reduced) diffusion coefficient. However, if the source of CTCF anisotropic diffusion is 
transient trapping and retention in domains/zones of a characteristic size (Fig. 2a-b), this 
might explain the ~200 nm scale (Fig. 1e).
To test this hypothesis, we simulated chromatin as a coarse-grained self-avoiding polymer 
confined inside the nucleus33 (Supplementary Fig. 6a). CTCF undergoes Brownian motion 
and interacts with chromatin in three distinct ways. First, CTCF can bind Cognate DNA 
Binding Sites (CBSs) (Fig. 2a) with a Poisson-distributed residence time for specific binding 
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(τCBS = 1 min)19, which is effectively infinitely stable on the time-scale of our SPT 
experiments (milliseconds), and will thus be filtered out by our analysis pipeline (Fig. 1b). 
Second, upon encountering a Transiently Trapping Zone (monomer; TTZ; arriving at a 
distance εTTZ from its center) CTCF has a certain probability, Ptrap, of becoming absorbed 
and trapped. We model TTZs as spherical domains with radius εTTZ = 200 nm. TTZs trap 
the protein for a much shorter characteristic time τTB (τCBS ≫ τTTZ) (Fig. 2a). CTCF then 
diffuses inside the TTZ and can exit it with probability Pexit every time it hits its boundary 
(Supplementary Fig. 6b,c). The model parameters are chosen such that the protein has a 
probability to escape a zone upon release rather than rebinding immediately. While diffusing 
inside the TTZ, the protein can transiently bind at any position. We will discuss a third class 
of zones, Power-law distributed Trapping Zones (PTZs), later.
We then tested our model by simulating Brownian diffusion using Euler’s scheme subject to 
cognate and transient interactions (see Methods for simulation parameters). Although 
protein diffusion is Brownian in our model, transient trapping of CTCF in the TTZs 
faithfully reproduced our experimental observations (Fig. 2c-f), including high anisotropy 
(Fig. 2c–d) and a clear peak of anisotropy at ~200 nm mean displacements (Fig. 2f). f180/0 
shows a relatively constant trend in time (Fig. 1d; Supplementary Fig. 5b, Fig. 2e), 
suggesting that the interaction time of a protein within a zone has a broad distribution. We 
note that since CTCF escape from the TZZ is diffusion limited, the interaction time does not 
have a power-law distribution. The location of the peak in Fig. 2g provides information 
about the size of the TTZ. Our simulations reproduced this behavior only at high trapping 
probability – if we lowered the probability Ptrap of trapping CTCF in these zones, the 
diffusion remained anisotropic, but the anisotropy peak largely disappeared (Fig. 2f,h). We 
refer to this model as Anisotropic Diffusion through transient Trapping in Zones (ADTZ).
What is the underlying mechanism of ADTZ? When a protein transiently interacts with 
chromatin, its dynamics will be governed by rapid reattachment to the release site34. If a 
protein is bound to a site, upon disassociation it is much more likely to re-attach to the same 
site rather than bind to another site. Protein diffusion therefore appears as if biased toward 
its starting position. When the time to return is on the order of the frame-rate of our SPT 
experiments (milliseconds) the protein will appear to take a step back following a forward 
step. We call this mechanism that will contribute to the angle anisotropy reattachment (Fig. 
2b). Additionally, while the protein is trapped in the TTZ it is reflected from the domain 
boundary with some probability. We call this mechanism retention (Fig. 2b). Hence, we 
suggest that anisotropy may originate from a combination of reattachment and retention.
Finally, diffusion is also often analyzed using the mean squared displacement (MSD), which 
grows as a power law with time MSDi(τ) = (ri(t + τ) − ri(t)) ~ τα, with α < 1 for subdiffusive 
proteins3,35. For CTCF, the exponent was in the range 0.83 < α < 0.92 (Supplementary Fig. 
1; The inferred α-value is quite sensitive to MSD-fit conditions), which is comparable to 
what we get with the ADTZ model (α ~ 0.92; Supplementary Fig. 7). Subdiffusion is often 
modeled phenomenologically using the continuous time random walk (CTRW) or Fractional 
Langevin motion (fLm) models30,36, but through analysis of the normalized velocity 
autocorrelation function (C ≡ CvΔt(τ)/CvΔt(0); Supplementary Fig. 8) we find that neither 
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model can explain CTCF dynamics (see Supplementary Note 3). We conclude that the 
ADTZ model can better explain CTCF dynamics than the other tested models.
RBRi- and ZF-domains control CTCF diffusion
Our simulations suggest an intriguing mechanistic model (ADTZ) where zones of an 
unknown nature transiently trap diffusing CTCF with high probability. What could be the 
nature of these TTZs? Having previously shown using super-resolution PALM imaging that 
CTCF and cohesin form small co-localizing clusters in the nucleus19, we here hypothesized 
that the TTZs could correspond to CTCF clusters. This is because clustering is due to self-
interaction and self-interaction might also explain transient CTCF trapping. In a companion 
paper37, we show that CTCF self-association is largely RNA-mediated and DNA-
independent consistent with a previous report38 and that CTCF clustering is substantially 
reduced after endogenous deletion of an internal RNA-binding region in CTCF (RBRi; 
mESC C59D2 ΔRBRi-Halo-CTCF; amino acids 576–611 have been replaced with 3xHA). 
Thus, if the ADTZ model hypothesis is correct and TTZs correspond to CTCF clusters, it 
should be possible to abolish TTZ-mediated trapping of CTCF in two ways: a) by reducing 
the trapping probability of CTCF (Fig. 2d–f) or b) by reducing the number of CTCF clusters.
To test these hypotheses, we performed spaSPT for a series of CTCF mutants in mESCs 
(Fig. 3a–f) and U2OS cells (Supplementary Fig. 9). The ΔRBRi-Halo-CTCF mutant is a 
knock-in (KI), but since the other mutants (e.g. ΔZF-CTCF) would likely be lethal, we 
developed a low transient over-expression (OE) protocol to minimize the artifacts that are 
otherwise observed upon strong over-expression of CTCF19,39 (Supplementary Fig. 10). 
Whereas a full deletion of CTCF’s 11 Zinc Finger domain (ΔZF), which is required for 
DNA-binding, caused CTCF diffusion to become nearly isotropic, ΔRBRi-CTCF remained 
almost as anisotropic as wt-CTCF at the bulk level (Fig. 3a). However, analysis of the fold–
anisotropy (f180/0) as a function of time (Fig. 3b) and space (Fig. 3c) revealed two surprising 
results. First, the anisotropy peak largely, though not entirely, disappeared in ΔRBRi-CTCF 
(Fig. 3c–e). Our ADTZ theory (Fig. 2) predicts that this can occur in two ways: a) by 
reducing the number/fraction of TTZs (see Supplementary Fig. 11 for full parameter scan of 
the model) and b) by reducing the trapping probability (Fig. 2a–b), Ptrap, to the TTZs. 
Clustering (TTZs) is clearly reduced in ΔRBRi-CTCF mESCs37 (see below) and it is likely 
that Ptrap is too. These results paint a mechanistic picture for the ADTZ model: the RBRi 
domain mediates CTCF clustering, which serve as TTZs that transiently trap diffusing 
CTCF in zones of a defined size (~200 nm), resulting in highly anisotropic CTCF diffusion. 
However, this points to the second surprising result: ΔRBRi-CTCF diffusion is still highly 
anisotropic (Fig. 3a), but with a magnitude (f180/0) that is approximately constant in both 
time and space (Fig. 3b–c). Thus, ΔRBRi-CTCF exhibits approximately scale-free 
anisotropy similar to PTEFb26.
Since ΔZF-CTCF is essentially isotropic, these results suggest a more complicated model 
wherein CTCF anisotropy arises through a combination of 2 mechanisms. First, RBRi-
mediated interactions transiently trap CTCF in small TTZs, resulting in a peak of anisotropy 
at ~200 nm. Second, Zinc Finger (ZF) mediated interactions, perhaps due to transient DNA-
interactions, generally trap CTCF without a clearly defined scale. Lending further support to 
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this interpretation, we observed similar ΔZF-, ΔRBRi-, and wt-CTCF behavior in human 
U2OS cells (Supplementary Fig. 9).
We next studied whether a new class of zones might explain the scale-free anisotropy of 
ΔRBRi-CTCF (Fig. 3a–e). Because the data suggests a “scale-free” anisotropy, we added to 
the nucleus zones of different sizes which are sampled from a power-law distribution (Fig. 
2a) (PPTZ(ε) ~ ε−γ) and term them Power-law Trapping Zones (PTZs). To reproduce our 
experiments, we choose the PTZs such that large zones are rarer (see Methods). We then 
performed Brownian simulations of an interacting protein, with chromatin represented as a 
polymer where the majority of its monomers are TTZs (of size 200 nm), a smaller fraction is 
PTZs, and a third fraction consists of CBSs. The results recapitulate both the peak of 
anisotropy at ~200 nm and the large (f180/0~1.5) and scale-free anisotropy at longer 
displacements (Fig. 3g–h). Thus, the ADTZ model can explain the behavior of wt-CTCF and 
when we “computationally mutate” CTCF such that it has weak interaction with TTZs, the 
model can also explain the behavior of ΔRBRi-CTCF. Moreover, we computationally 
estimated the distribution and clustering of wt-CTCF and ΔRBRi-CTCF in the nucleus as it 
results from our simulations (Fig. 3i). Finally, we analyzed the velocity autocorrelation 
function for our data and model (Supplementary Fig. 12) as well as probability distribution 
function (pdf)40 of displacements (Supplementary Fig. 13) and found the pdf to be non-
Gaussian both for the experimental data and in our model (full analysis in Supplementary 
Note 3).
Direct evidence that TTZs correspond to CTCF clusters
Next, we attempted to directly test our model that TTZs correspond to CTCF clusters and 
are the mechanistic origin of the higher anisotropy of wt-CTCF compared to ΔRBRi-CTCF 
(Fig. 3a–f), by simultaneously visualizing CTCF diffusion (spaSPT) and clusters (PALM). 
We labelled Halo-CTCF in mESCs with two distinguishable photo-activatable dyes: ~10% 
of CTCF with PA-JF549 for spaSPT to follow anisotropic diffusion and ~90% of CTCF with 
PA-JF646 for PALM to visualize clustering in live cells (Fig. 4a). We then performed 2-color 
simultaneous spaSPT/PALM, tracked and localized particles at ~134 Hz, and corrected for 
drift41 (Fig. 4b). We analyzed spaSPT data as above (Fig. 1b), removing the bound trajectory 
segments and kept only the localizations corresponding to anisotropic trajectory segments 
(Fig. 4b–d). For PALM, we merged single molecules appearing in multiple frames and/or 
blinking and then assigned clusters using DBSCAN42. Our PALM localization precision was 
~23 nm (std; Supplementary Fig. 14a). Anisotropic displacements will occur both by chance 
and, perhaps, due to TTZ-mediated transient trapping, in which case anisotropic 
localizations should be enriched near CTCF clusters for wt-CTCF, but not for ΔRBRi-CTCF. 
We tested this by calculating the pair cross correlation function43 between anisotropic 
localizations and cluster localizations. Indeed, we found that anisotropic and cluster 
localizations were significantly more likely to occur close to each other (~<250 nm) for wt-
CTCF (Fig. 4e). In contrast, anisotropic and cluster localizations were neither more or less 
likely to occur close to each other for ΔRBRi-CTCF. We speculate that the pair cross 
correlation does not fully decay to 1 (completely spatial randomness) for either wt-CTCF 
nor ΔRBRi-CTCF due to slight nucleolar exclusion. Thus, these observations provide direct 
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evidence that CTCF clusters likely correspond to TTZs, are a cause of RBRi-mediated 
anisotropy.
However, simultaneous 2-color spaSPT and PALM is challenging and subject to limitations 
including: significant cell movement during the experiment, difficulties assigning clusters in 
live cells due to movement and incomplete labeling, 2-color registration errors, and a limited 
number of anistropic localizations in a single-cell experiment. Nevertheless, most biases 
would either degrade our ability to detect co-localization and/or apply equally to wt-CTCF 
and ΔRBRi-CTCF. Moreover, we observe the same co-localization even without assigning 
clusters (Supplementary Fig. 14b). We therefore cautiously conclude that these observations 
are consistent with our model that TTZs correspond to clusters and are the source of RBRi-
mediated anisotropic diffusion.
CTCF target search mechanism is RBRi-guided
Having elucidated a surprisingly complicated mode of CTCF diffusion, we next asked if the 
function could be to regulate the efficiency of the search for cognate DNA-binding sites. To 
study CTCF target-search efficiency, we performed spaSPT and Fluorescence Recovery 
After Photobleaching (FRAP) experiments. First, spaSPT experiments coupled with 2-state 
model-based analysis19,20 revealed that the apparent free diffusion coefficient (DFREE) was 
largely unaffected, whereas the total bound fraction decreased significantly from ~62.4% to 
42.0% (Fig. 5a–c). The total bound fraction captures both specific binding to CBSs (~1–4 
min residence time19) and “non-specifically bound” CTCF. Both FRAP and spaSPT 
independently revealed that the specifically bound fraction was substantially reduced, 
whereas the non-specifically bound fraction barely changed (Fig. 5d; Supplementary Fig. 
15a–c). However, model-fitting of the FRAP data revealed that the apperant residence time 
for binding CBSs was unchanged for ΔRBRi-CTCF. Consistently, we confirmed that RBRi-
deletion does not affect CTCF affinity for its canonical DNA binding site in vitro, using a 
fluorescence polarization assay with FAM-labeled DNA duplexes and recombinant proteins 
(Fig. 5e; Supplementary Fig. 15d–g).
Thus, these results demonstrate a surprising function of CTCF RBRi: the strength of CTCF 
specific binding to cognate DNA sites is unaffected by the RBRi, but the amount of CTCF 
engaged in specific binding is strongly impacted. In a simplified 2-state model, the fraction 
of CTCF specifically bound to chromatin is controlled by the balance between its binding 
(ON) and dissociation (OFF) rates (FBOUND =
kON*
kON* + kOFF
). Within this framework and 
using our measurements, we find that the RBRi increases kON*  by ~2.5-fold (see Methods for 
calculation). The ON-rate is the inverse of the time it takes the protein to find its CBS 
(search time). Thus, the RBRi increases the frequency or rate of CTCF finding a specific 
DNA-binding site by ~2.5-fold, without affecting CTCF affinity for specific binding sites. 
This suggests that the ADTZ-diffusion mechanism serves to increase the efficiency of CTCF 
target search mechanism. Additionally, this suggests that TTZs serve to “load” or “guide” 
CTCF towards cognate DNA binding sites. Hence, we speculate that TTZs contain CTCF 
CBSs (Fig. 5f-left), which would allow the TTZs to increase the local concentration of 
CTCF around them, thus increasing the local ON-rate.
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To test computationally whether having CBSs inside TTZs could accelerate the search, we 
performed simulations where a fraction of the monomers were CBSs (with a capture radius 
of 30 nm; Supplementary Table 2) and the rest of the monomers were PTZs that have a wide 
size distribution (off-target trapping zones). In the wt-CTCF model (Fig. 5f-left), each CBS 
is surrounded by a TTZ of size 200 nm. By contrast, in the ΔRBRi-CTCF model (Fig. 5f-
right), there are no TTZs - only CBSs and PTZs. Using simulations, we estimated the ON-
rate for CTCF protein encountering a CBS for the first time (inverse of the mean first 
passage time). In the limit of no off-target sites (no PTZs, only CBSs), TTZ-mediated 
trapping did not significantly accelerate the ON-rate (Fig. 5g). In contrast, when the fraction 
of CBS was low (many off-target PTZs), the presence of TTZs accelerated the search 4-fold. 
We conclude that RBRi-mediated trapping in TTZs accelerates the CBS-target search by 
effectively increasing the cross-section of target sites (TTZs (200 nm) are much larger than 
CBSs (30 nm)) and reducing trapping in off-target PTZs.
DISCUSSION
It has long been known that diffusion in cells can be anomalous or non-Brownian3 and 
anomalous sub-diffusive behavior has previously been reported for DNA44, RNA45, and 
proteins26, but our mechanistic and funcational understanding has been limited. Here, we 
discover a new mode of nuclear exploration: Anisotropic Diffusion through transient 
Trapping in Zones (ADTZ) (Fig. 2). Unlike phenomenological models of sub-diffusion such 
as fLm or CTRW3, our model offers a mechanistic explanation for CTCF dynamics.
We suggest that CTCF diffusion is largely regulated by two mechanisms. First, the RBRi-
domain in CTCF contributes to CTCF forming clusters in the nucleus, and at the same time, 
results in transient trapping of CTCF in TTZs of a small size (~200 nm; Fig. 6a). Our model 
that TTZs correspond to CTCF clusters is corroborated by our direct observation of 
anisotropic diffusion near CTCF clusters for wt-CTCF, but not for ΔRBRi-CTCF (Fig. 4). 
Speculatively, since the RBRi-domain mediates both CTCF clustering and RNA-binding37, 
we suggest that if RNA(s) directly or indirectly holds together CTCF clusters, weak CTCF-
RNA interactions mediated by the RBRi-domain may repeatedly trap diffusing CTCF. 
Nevertheless, we emphasize that the molecular architecture of CTCF clusters remains 
unknown, that ZF1 and Z10 of CTCF may also bind RNA in addition to the RBRi-
domain37,46, and that putative CTCF-RNA interactions would need to be relatively weak and 
transient (milliseconds to tens of milliseconds) to result in anisotropic diffusion.
The second mechanism that regulates CTCF dynamics is through its 11 Zinc Finger (ZF) 
domain, which is also responsible for cognate DNA-binding. ΔRBRi-CTCF still displays 
anisotropic diffusion with a scale-free magnitude, but ΔZF-CTCF exhibits isotropic 
diffusion (Fig. 3) This suggests that the ZF-domain mediates “scale-free anisotropic 
diffusion”. Conceptually, this suggests that protein diffusion is modular, tunable and 
programmable (Fig. 6b)2. Specifically, some protein domains exhibit essentially isotropic 
diffusion (e.g. the N- and C-terminal domains of CTCF, Halo-3xNLS etc.). CTCF’s RBRi-
domain mediates anisotropic diffusion through an ADTZ-type mechanism and CTCF’s 11-
Zinc Finger-domain mediates anisotropic diffusion with a scale-free magnitude perhaps 
through a PTZ-type mechanism (Fig. 3). Since the RBRi- and ZF-domains interact primarily 
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with RNA and DNA, respectively, we suggest that TTZ-mediated trapping in ~200 nm zones 
may be mediated by CTCF-RNA interactions and that scale-free anisotropic diffusion, 
observed for ΔRBRi-CTCF, is most likely due to DNA-mediated interactions (Fig. 6b). We 
model scale-free DNA-mediated anisotropy as originating from transient interaction of 
CTCF with zones of different sizes (Fig. 6a; PTZs), which we speculate have a power-law 
distribution. We speculate that PTZs may correspond to TAD or A/B-compartment 
structures, which vary both in range and size17, but we stress that we have no clear data to 
suggest a physical or biological origin of PTZs and that several other models – including 
diffusion on a fractal26, or diffusion in a disordered medium47 - can all equally well explain 
the scale-free anisotropy observed for ΔRBRi-CTCF.
We conclude that both ZF-domain- and RBRi-domain-mediated interactions govern CTCF 
diffusion in a modular manner (Fig. 6b) and these interactions result in anisotropy that 
manifests itself at different scales. Thus, by mixing and matching protein domains with 
defined diffusion mechanisms, it should in principle be possible to design a protein with a 
desired diffusion mechanism. This could both be exploited in synthetic biology approaches 
to engineer proteins with desired target search mechanisms or by the cell during evolution to 
fine-tune function.
Our results suggest a strong link between CTCF clustering, diffusion and target search 
mechanism (Fig. 6c). Since the RBRi increases the rate at which CTCF locates cognate 
DNA-binding sites by ~2.5-fold, this suggests a model where the CTCF DNA-target search 
is guided by its RBRi-domain and where CTCF clusters “guide” diffusing CTCF proteins 
towards nearby cognate DNA binding sites (Fig. 6c). A guided target search may be 
advantageous in mammalian cells, which have many more off-target sites on their genomes. 
This model significantly changes the view on the mechanism of target search and protein 
localization in mammalian cells from the facilitated diffusion picture from bacteria. Guided 
search has also been observed in bacterial protein-DNA-binding sites, which tend to be 
flanked by AT-rich DNA, serving as an “energetic funnel” guiding proteins to their target 
sites48. Similarly, upon infection of human cells with Herpes Simplex Virus, RNA Pol II 
becomes enriched in viral replication compartments, where its diffusion becomes 
anisotropic6. These observations are further consistent with the ADTZ-model, where viral 
replication compartments may serve as TTZs for Pol II.
CTCF and cohesin regulate genome organization together17. It is therefore striking that both 
CTCF (Fig. 1) and cohesin (Fig. 1h; Supplementary Fig. 5e–j) exhibit similar ADTZ-type 
anomalous diffusion. It will be interesting to explore in the future if TTZs also contribute to 
topological loading of cohesin on chromatin. Consistent with an RBRi-connection between 
CTCF, cohesin and genome organization, we show in a companion paper that a significant 
fraction of CTCF loops are lost in ΔRBRi-CTCF mESCs37. Thus, the same protein domain 
simultaneously regulates CTCF diffusion, clustering, target search mechanism, and function. 
Our results highlight the power of SPT, theory, and analysis, when coupled with genome-
editing and mutations, as an approach to discover protein domains engaging in important 
interactions. It may be informative to apply a similar approach to other nuclear proteins in 
the future – especially for proteins that also form clusters or hubs49,50
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ONLINE METHODS
Cell culture
JM8.N4 mouse embryonic stem cells51 (male mESCs; RRID:CVCL_J962; from UC Davis 
KOMP) and human U2OS osteosarcoma cells (RRID:CVCL_0042) were cultured as 
described previously19. Briefly, mES cells were grown on plates pre-coated with a 0.1% 
autoclaved gelatin solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, G9391) under feeder free 
conditions in knock-out DMEM with 15% FBS and LIF (full recipe: 500 mL knockout 
DMEM (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, #10829018), 90 mL fetal bovine serum (HyClone 
Logan, UT, FBS SH30910.03 lot #AXJ47554)), 6 mL MEM NEAA (ThermoFisher 
#11140050), 6 mL GlutaMax (ThermoFisher #35050061), 5 mL Penicillin-streptomycin 
(ThermoFisher #15140122), 4.6 μL 2-mercapoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich M3148), and LIF) 
and half the medium removed and replenished daily. mESCs were passaged every two days 
by trypsinization. The homozygous endogenously Halo-tagged cell lines (e.g. C45 mRad21-
Halo) and the cell lines stably over-expressing a transgene (e.g. H2B-Halo or Halo-3xNLS) 
have been described previously as well19,37. Likewise, female U2OS cells (Research 
Resource Identifier: RRID:CVCL_0042) were grown in low glucose DMEM with 10% FBS 
(full recipe: 500 mL DMEM (ThermoFisher #10567014), 50 mL fetal bovine serum 
(HyClone FBS SH30910.03 lot #AXJ47554) and 5 mL Penicillin-streptomycin 
(ThermoFisher #15140122)) and were passaged every 2–4 days before reaching confluency. 
The homozygous endogenously Halo-tagged cell lines (e.g. C32 Halo-hCTCF) and the cell 
lines stably over-expressing a transgene (e.g. H2B-Halo or Halo-3xNLS) have been 
described previously as well19. Cells were grown in a Sanyo copper alloy IncuSafe 
humidified incubator (MCO-18AIC(UV)) at 37°C/5.5% CO2. Otherwise identical medium, 
but without phenol red (ThermoFisher #31053028), was used for live-cell imaging.
Transient transfections of cells plated on plasma-cleaned 25 mm circular no 1.5H cover 
glasses (Marienfeld, Germany, High-Precision 0117650) either directly (U2OS cells) or 
MatriGel coated (mESCs; Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, #08–774-552) were also 
performed as previously described19. After overnight growth and ~14–32 hours before the 
imaging experiment, cells were then transfected with a plasmid encoding the protein of 
interest using 1000 ng of plasmid per well in a 6-well plate using Lipofectamine 3000 
(ThermoFisher #L3000008). Given the known issues with over-expression of CTCF39, 
which are known to alter the dynamics of CTCF19, we developed a low-over-expression 
system for transient transfections, which is outlined in Supplementary Fig 10. All plasmids 
used were identical except for the protein of interest and are as follows: the protein of 
interest (e.g. wt-Halo-mCTCF or wt-mRad21-Halo) was expressed from a L30 promoter (we 
previously found L30 to only somewhat change the behavior compared to endogenously 
tagged proteins, unlike CMV or EF1a promoters which strongly changed the behavior) and 
followed by an SV40 poly(A) signal. Downstream of the protein of interest, EGFP-3xNLS 
was expressed from a PGK promoter and followed by a bGH poly(A) signal. GFP-NLS 
facilitated finding transfected cells and outlining the nucleus. Crucially, the GFP signal was 
generally proportional to the expression level of the protein of interest and therefore made it 
possible to identify cells with a robust, but not too high, expression level. Since we 
previously showed that strong over-expression of CTCF alters its dynamics and greatly 
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decreases its chromatin bound fraction19, we had performed a small screen for promoters 
that had the smallest effect on the CTCF bound fraction when over-expressed and identified 
the L30 promoter as the optimal one in this screen. In summary, for transient transfection 
experiments, cells were plated two days before the imaging experiment and transfected one 
day before the imaging experiment.
As described previously19, key cell lines were pathogen tested (IMPACT II test for mESC 
C59; PCR-based mycoplasma assay for U2OS C32) and authenticated through STR 
profiling (U2OS).
spaSPT
For spaSPT experiments, cells were grown overnight on plasma-cleaned 25 mm circular no 
1.5H cover glasses (Marienfeld, Germany, High-Precision 0117650) either directly (U2OS) 
or MatriGel coated (mESCs; Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH, #08–774-552). The next day, 
cells were labeled with 5–50 nM PA-JF549 or PA-JF64624 for ~15–30 min, washed twice 
(one wash: remove medium; PBS wash; add fresh medium), and the the medium was 
changed to phenol red-free medium at the end of the final wash. Cells were then loaded on 
the microscope using an incubation chamber that maintains a humidified 37°C atmosphere 
with 5% CO2 and the objective was also heated to 37°C (Okolabs stage top chamber). 
Single-molecule imaging was performed on a custom-built Nikon TI microscope controlled 
through NIS-Elements software (Nikon) and equipped with two EM-CCD cameras (Andor, 
iXon Ultra 897), a 100x/NA 1.49 oil-immersion TIRF objective (Nikon apochromat CFI 
Apo TIRF 100x Oil), a perfect focusing system to correct for axial drift and motorized laser 
illumination (Ti-TIRF, Nikon), to achieve HILO illumination52. Excitation lasers were: 561 
nm (1 W, Genesis Coherent) for PA-JF549 with emission filter Semrock 593/40 nm; 633 nm 
(1 W, Genesis Coherent) for PA-JF646 with emission filterSemrock 676/37 nm; 405 nm (140 
mW, OBIS, Coherent) for all photo-activation experiments. Lasers were AOTF-controlled 
(AA Opto-Electronic, AOTFnC-VIS-TN) and the laser light was optical fiber coupled, 
reflected using a multi-band dichroic (405 nm/488 nm/561 nm/633 nm quad-band, 
Semrock), and focused in the back focal plane of the objective.
For each cell line or condition, we recorded data for at around 20–40 cells over at least four 
replicates performed on different days. The spaSPT experimental settings for as follows: 1 
ms 561nm or 633 nm excitation (100% AOTF) of PA-JF549 or PA-JF646 was delivered at the 
beginning of the frame; 405 nm photo-activation pulses were delivered during the camera 
integration time (~447 μs) to minimize background and their intensity optimized to achieve a 
mean density of ≤1 molecule per frame per nucleus. 20,000 frames (4 ms) or 30,000 frames 
(7 or 13 ms) were recorded per cell per experiment. The camera exposure times were: 4 ms 
(~223 Hz), 7 ms (~134 Hz), or 13 ms (~74 Hz).
spaSPT images were converted into trajectories using a custom-written Matlab 
implementation of the MTT-algorithm (Ref 53; code: https://gitlab.com/tjian-darzacq-lab/
SPT_LocAndTrack). Settings were: Localization error: 10−6.25; deflation loops: 0; Blinking 
(frames): 1; max competitors: 3; max D (μm2/s): 20.
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2-color simultaneous live-cell spaSPT and PALM and analysis
The protocol and microscope was essentially identical to our 1-color spaSPT experiments, 
except with the following modifications. After overnight growth, cells were labeled 
simultaneously with 50 nM PA-JF549 and 500 nM PA-JF64624 for ~30 min. The two cameras 
(both Andor iXon Ultra 897 EM-CCD), synchronized using a DAQ board (NI-DAQ 
PCI-6723), were aligned using 100 nm fluorescent beads (TetraSpeck; ThermoFisher 
Scientific, T7279) to a less than 60 nm offset. Subsequently the remaining offset was 
measured using beads and corrected for after single-molecule localization microscopy. A 
single-edge dichroic beamsplitter (Di02-R635–25×36, Semrock) was used to separate two 
emission ranges of wavelengths and a distinct emission filter placed in front of the two 
cameras (Semrock FF01–676/37–25 and FF01–593/40–25, respectively). 60,000 frames 
were recorded with 7 ms exposure times (~134 Hz including ~447 μs camera integration 
time). Photo-activation of both PA-JF549 and PA-JF646 was achieved using a 405 nm laser 
(OBIS) and reached near completion after 60,000 frames (very few molecules remained 
photo-activatable). For spaSPT, we use 1 ms excitation pulses of 561 nm as above. For 
PALM, we used continuous 633 nm illumination.
Localization and tracking was performed using the MTT-algorithm (https://gitlab.com/tjian-
darzacq-lab/SPT_LocAndTrack) and the following settings: Localization error: 10−6.25; 
deflation loops: 0; Blinking (frames): 1; max competitors: 3; max D (μm2/s): 20 (JF549 
channel) or 1 (JF646 channel). The trajectories were then analyzed as outlined in Fig. 4b. 
Localizations from both colors were used for BaSDI41-mediated drift correction (we 
modified the core BaSDI code to iteratively ensure convergence). spaSPT data was then 
analyzed as above (https://gitlab.com/anders.sejr.hansen/anisotropy): trajectories were 
HHM-classified, bound segments removed, anisotropic trajectory segments identified where 
both displacements were at least 125 nm and the three localizations making up the angle 
saved. PALM data was analyzed as previously described (https://gitlab.com/
anders.sejr.hansen/palm_pipeline/): after drift-correction, we merged localizations appearing 
in consecutive frames using nearest-neighbor tracking as well as blinking molecules (max 
linking distance: 75 nm; max blink: 2 frames; localization uncertainty: ~23 nm) into a single 
localization (taking the mean X,Y-coordinates), segmented the nuclei using polygon-
segmentation, called clusters using DBSCAN42 (ε=100 nm; minimum number of Points = 
40 (re-scaled according to total number of localizations)) and kept the localizations making 
up the clusters. Finally, we calculated the pair cross correlation function43 between the 
localizations making up the anisotropic trajectory segments (spaSPT) and the localizations 
making up the clusters (PALM).
FRAP
FRAP was performed exactly as previously described19 for C59 mESCs (Halo-CTCF; 
Rad21-SNAPf) and C59D2 mESCs (ΔRBRi-Halo-CTCF; Rad21-SNAPf) on an inverted 
Zeiss LSM 710 AxioObserver confocal microscope (330 frames, 2 sec between frames, 100 
nm pixels, circular bleach spot with 10 pixel radius). We performed 3 biological replicates 
recording a total of 18 cells for C59 Halo-CTCF and 18 cells for C59D2 ΔRBRi-Halo-CTCF 
and analyzed the data as previously described19. As demonstrated previously19,54, Halo-
CTCF and ΔRBRi-Halo-CTCF fall in the “reaction dominant” regime, where the recovery 
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depends only on the kOFF and we therefore fit the FRAP recoveries to the reaction dominant 
model below:
FRAP t = 1 − Ae−kat − Be−kbt
We interpret the slower rate as specific binding to cognate sites. The fits are shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 15.
Fluorescence-based DNA binding assays
The DNA binding affinities of wt-CTCF and ΔRBRi-CTCF were compared in vitro using 
fluorescence polarization (FP) assays with fluorescein (FAM)-labeled double-stranded DNA 
oligo probes and recombinant proteins purified from Sf9 insect cells (Supplementary Fig. 
15d).
We used pFastBAC (Invitrogen) to generate recombinant Bacmid DNAs for the fusion 
mouse proteins 3xFLAG-Halo-wt-CTCF-6xHis55 (1086 amino acids; 123.5 kDa) and 
3xFLAG-Halo-ΔRBRi-CTCF-6xHis (1086 amino acids; 123.7 kDa). We used the Bac-to-
Bac Baculovirus Expression System (Invitrogen) to generate recombinant baculovirus and 
infected Sf9 cells (~2×106 / ml) with amplified baculoviruses expressing recombinant wt- or 
ΔRBRi-CTCF. 48 hours after infection, Sf9 suspension cultures were collected, washed 
extensively with cold PBS, lysed in 5 packed cell volumes of high salt lysis buffer (HSLB; 
1.0 M NaCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 0.05% NP-40, 10% glycerol, 10 mM 2-
mercaptoethanol, and protease inhibitors), and sonicated. Lysates were cleared by 
ultracentrifugation, supplemented with 10 mM imidazole, and incubated at 4 °C with Ni-
NTA resin (Qiagen) for 90 minutes. Bound proteins were washed extensively with HSLB 
with 20 mM imidazole, equilibrated with 0.5 M NaCl HGN (50 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 10% 
glycerol, 0.01% NP-40) with 20 mM imidazole, and eluted with 0.5 M NaCl HGN 
supplemented with 0.25 M imidazole. We analyzed eluted fractions by SDS-PAGE followed 
by staining with PageBlue™ Protein Staining Solution. Peak fractions were pooled and 
incubated with anti-FLAG® M2 Affinity Gel (Sigma) for 3 hours at 4 °C. Finaly, bound 
proteins were washed extensively with HSLB, equilibrated to 0.2 M NaCl HGN, and eluted 
with 3xFLAG peptide (Sigma) at 0.4 mg/ml, and protein concentrations determined by 
PageBlue staining compared to a BSA standard.
FP-based equilibrium saturation DNA binding reactions were as described56, but with the 
following modifications. Binding reactions were assembled on ice in triplicates in 384-well 
black flat bottom microplates (Corning 3820) in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl, 
10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP and 5 μM zinc acetate. Reactions contained 5 nM 
(FAM)-labeled oligo probe (wild type or mutant core CTCF binding site) and increasing 
amounts of wt-CTCF or ΔRBRi-CTCF recombinant protein (0.5–100 nM) in a total volume 
of 20 μl per well. Buffer-only and oligo-only controls were included and used to correct 
polarization measurements as detailed below. Plates were spinned down briefly and 
incubated at 25 °C for 10–15 minutes to allow reactions to reach equilibrium before 
measuring FP on a TECAN Spark microplate reader. Fluorescence intensities were not 
altered by the addition of protein (Supplementary Fig. 15e). Protein amounts were checked 
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by Page Blue staining to confirm equal concentration of wt-CTCF and ΔRBRi-CTCF in the 
binding assays (Supplementary Fig. 15g).
Probes with a 5’ 6-FAM (NHS Ester) modification (56-FAMN from IDT) and were as 
follows. Core CTCF binding site duplex: 5’-AGGACCAGCAGGGGGCGCA-3’ (forward) 
and 5’-/56-FAMN/TGCGCCCCCTGCTGGTCCT-3’ (reverse). Mutated core CTCF binding 
site duplex: 5’-AGGATTCTAATTTCGATCA-3’ (forward) and 5’-/56-FAMN/
TGATCGAAATTAGAATCCT-3’ (reverse).
The polarization (P) values shown in Supplementary Fig. 15f are averages of n=3 
independent experiments (using the same oligos and purified protein batches), each 
containing 3 technical replicates, calculated as:
P =
Ipar spl − Ipar blk − G Iper spl − Iper blk
Ipar spl − Ipar blk + G Iper spl − Iper blk
where: Ipar[spl], Iper[spl], Ipar[blk], Iper[blk] are the fluorescence intensities measured in the 
parallel plane, perpendicular plane, parallel plane for buffer only and perdicular plane for 
buffer only, respectively. G: G-factor computed by the TECAN Spark instrument using 
buffer-only and oligo-only control wells
FP anisotropy (A) was then calculated from polarization (P) as:
A = 2P3 − P
We then obtained the fraction of CTCF bound to the core CTCF motif at any given protein 
concentration as:
Fbound =
A − Afree oligo
Amax − Afree oligo
where Afree oligo is anisotropy of oligo-only control and Amax is anisotropy of the 100 nM 
protein sample.
The fraction-bound values obtained in n=3 independent experiments were then fitted to a 
Hill equation (Fig. 5e):
y =
ymaxxℎ
Kdℎ + xℎ
wt-CTCF and ΔRBRi-CTCF show comparable affinity for DNA (P value ~ 0.4; Prism 5 
extra sum-of-squares F test).
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Brownian motion simulations with simSPT
Even particles obeying ideal Brownian motion can appear anisotropic due to localization 
uncertainty. For example, a chromatin bound protein subject to 35 nm localization error 
(defined as Gaussian standard deviation; roughly our experimental localization error) will 
appear to move around the true position due to the localization uncertainty and this 
movement will appear highly anisotropic. To test how well our anisotropy pipeline filters out 
spurious apparent anisotropy stemming from localization error, we performed “matched 
Brownian simulations”. Briefly, for each protein and condition, we used Spot-On20 to 
estimate the bound fraction, the free diffusion coefficient and the localization error/
uncertainty (~35 nm). We then simulated 500,000 trajectories under realistic HiLo 
experimental conditions (Supplementary Fig. 2–3) using simSPT (Ref 20; available on 
GitLab: https://gitlab.com/tjian-darzacq-lab/simSPT) matching the bound and free diffusion 
coefficients, the bound fraction and the localization error (20–75 nm) and simulated data at 
223 Hz, 134 Hz, and 74 Hz to match the experiments. We then processed the simulated SPT 
data identically to how we processed the experimental spaSPT data using the Anisotropy 
pipeline (https://gitlab.com/anders.sejr.hansen/anisotropy).
Calculation of relative ON-rates for wt-CTCF and ΔRBRi-CTCF
Here we calculate the effect of the RBRi on CTCF’s search time within a simplified 2-state 
model framework, within which the specifically bound fraction for a protein is given by:
FBOUND =
kON*
kON* + kOFF
Here, kON*  corresponds to the pseudo-first order rate constant and is related to the 
concentration of available specific binding sites kON* = kON DNA . The total bound fraction 
is the sum of non-specific (ns) and specificically (s) bound protein: FBOUND,tot = FBOUND,ns 
+ FBOUND,s. Using the ~134 Hz data, we estimate (Fig. 5a–c) that FBOUND,tot,wt-CTCF = 
62.4% and FBOUND,tot,ΔRBR-CTCF = 42.0%. Estimating the non-specifically bound fraction is 
challenging since it is both difficult to define and measure. However, we have previously19 
used the bound fraction that remains after mutating the Zinc Finger domain of CTCF 
required for specific binding, as an approximate measure of the non-specifically bound 
fraction, FBOUND,ns. We used a CTCF mutant (Halo-ZFmut-CTCF) with 11 His-to-Arg point 
mutations19 – one mutation in each of the 11 Zinc Fingers – to estimate this non-specifically 
bound fraction for wt-CTCF. To estimate this for ΔRBRi-CTCF, we made the ΔRBRi-
deletion in this plasmid to generate Halo-ZFmut-ΔRBRi-CTCF. Using again the 134 Hz 
spaSPT data, we thus obtain FBOUND,ns,wt-CTCF = 25.3 ± 6.0% and FBOUND,ns,ΔRBR-CTCF = 
25.1 ± 7.1% (mean +/− standard deviation across n=3 biological replicates; Supplementary 
Fig. 15c). Subtracting, we arrive at FBOUND,s,wt-CTCF = 37.1% (this number differs by some 
percentage points from Ref19, which is likely due to using a different frame rate and due to 
experimental variability) and FBOUND,s,ΔRBR-CTCF = 16.9%. Noting that kOFF does not 
appear to differ significantly between wt-CTCF and ΔRBRi-CTCF (Fig. 5d, Supplementary 
Fig. 15a), we can thus calculate the ratio of kON,wt‐CTCF*  and kON,ΔRBR‐CTCF* .:
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kON,wt‐CTCF*
kON,ΔRBRi‐CTCF
* =
FBOUND, s, wt‐CTCFkOFF
1 − FBOUND, s, wt‐CTCF
FBOUND, s, ΔRBRi‐CTCFkOFF
1 − FBOUND, s, ΔRBRi‐CTCF
=
FBOUND, s, wt‐CTCF
1 − FBOUND, s, wt‐CTCF
FBOUND, s, ΔRBRi‐CTCF
1 − FBOUND, s, ΔRBRi‐CTCF
=
0.371
1 − 0.371
0.169
1 − 0.169
= 2.90
We stress here that this calculation is associated with some uncertainty, since it is difficult 
both to define and to measure the non-specifically bound fraction. Moreover, the 2-state 
framework is simplified.
As a second and orthogonal estimate of the effect of the RBRi on the kON* , we estimated the 
specifically bound fraction from the FRAP data. While a full and quantitative description of 
the reaction-diffusion system57 is beyond on the scope of this work, we here as an ad-hoc 
and operational metric define the specifically bound fraction as the fraction that remains in 
the FRAP curve after 4 seconds of recovery. The initial FRAP recovery is dominated by 
recovery due to diffusion (free CTCF moving out of the bleached spotted and being replaced 
by unbleached CTCF) and non-specifically bound CTCF (non-specifically bound CTCF, 
presumably with dwell times in the range of tens to hundreds of milliseconds, being replaced 
by unbleached CTCF). 4 seconds is chosen as an ad hoc and approximate time after which 
most of the non-specifically bound and free CTCF should have been replaced and what 
remains is then assumed to be an estimate of specifically bound CTCF as shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 15b. From this estimate we obtain: FBOUND,s,wt-CTCF,FRAP = 49.7% and 
FBOUND,s,ΔRBR-CTCF,FRAP = 29.0%. If we plug in these numbers we obtain:
kON,wt‐CTCF*
kON,ΔRBRi‐CTCF
* =
FBOUND, s, wt‐CTCF
1 − FBOUND, s, wt‐CTCF
FBOUND, s, ΔRBRi‐CTCF
1 − FBOUND, s, ΔRBRi‐CTCF
=
0.497
1 − 0.497
0.290
1 − 0.290
= 2.42
As can been seen, the FRAP-based estimate differs from the spaSPT-based estimate and we 
emphasize and stress that these numbers and calculations are associated with uncertainty. 
Nevertheless, given than the specifically bound fraction is substantially higher for wt-CTCF 
than for ΔRBRi-CTCF and that the non-specifically bound fractions are similar, the kON*  also 
has to be substantially higher. And this is the case regardless of whether we use spaSPT or 
FRAP to estimate these. In other words, the point is not whether the kON*  is precisely 2-fold, 
2.5-fold or 3-fold higher for wt-CTCF than for ΔRBRi-CTCF, but simply that it must be 
significantly higher.
Brownian simulation of chromatin and the protein
To model the dynamics of a protein transiently interacting with chromatin we used a 
previously developed chromatin model33. We do not include in our model nucleosomes and 
crowding by bound proteins. We concentrate only on simulating the interaction between the 
diffusing protein (CTCF) with spherical elements (zones/monomers).
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The chromatin molecule is represented as a long polymer with N monomer diffusing in a 
large domain of radius A representing the nucleus. The protein is represented by a diffusing 
point particle. The chromatin chain is a flexible polymer with spring potential, and Lennard-
Jones forces (LJ), describing self-avoidance of each monomer pairs. The polymer has 
potential energy of the form
U R1, . .RN = Uspring R1, . .RN + ULJ R1, . .RN ,
where the spring potential is
Uspring(R1, . .RN) =
1
2k∑i = 1
N − 1 |ri + 1, i | − l0
2,
with l0 is the equilibrium length of a bond, k = 3
Sl0
2  is the spring coefficient, and Sl0 is the 
standard deviation of the bond length. We chose the empirical relation Sl0 = 0.2l0. The 
Lennard-Jones potential is
ULJ
i, j (ri, j) =
4 σri, j
12
− 2 σri, j
6
+ 14 for ‖ri, j | < 2
1/6σ,
0 for ‖ri, j| ≥ 21/6σ
where σ is the size of the monomer. With the choice l0 = 2 σ, the springs which materialize 
bonds, cannot cross each other in stochastic simulations using the potential U. We do not 
account here for bending elasticity. Finally, we used Euler’s scheme to generate Brownian 
simulations. At an impenetrable boundary, each rigid monomer is reflected in the normal 
direction of the tangent plane.
We recall here the interaction model between the chromatin sites (monomers/zones) and the 
protein (particle) developed in34 (see Supplementary Fig. 6). The protein diffuses in the 
nuclear domain until encountering one of the monomer sites by entering the trapping radius 
ε. The protein is then absorbed at the monomer (zone) with probability Ptrap or reflected 
with probability 1 − Ptrap. While trapped, the particle is free to diffuse inside the zone which 
is of radius ε, and is partially reflected from its boundary when it hits it. Every time it hits 
the boundary it can exit with probability Pexit. Upon release, the particle is placed at a 
distance a from absorbing monomer position with the same radial direction (see 
Supplementary Fig. 6c) from which it escaped and starts diffusing again. Since we take a > ε 
and Ptrap < 1, the particle has a finite probability to escape from the absorbing zone rather 
than rebinding back to it immediately. While inside a zone, the protein can bind at a point 
inside the zone with Poissonian on-rate kon and then be released with Poissonian off-rate koff 
(see Supplementary Table 2).
As we observed in the experiment, in some of the protein’s trajectory it is bounded at one 
point (up to our localization error) for the full length of the trajectory. To account for this 
behavior, we assume that in this state the protein is confined to a small zone, which we 
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denote cognate binding site (CBS). Of the total N monomer site, a subset fraction fCBS 
monomers are chosen randomly as CBSs. We denote other monomer sites as transiently 
trapping zones (TTZ). Hence, the CBS (respectively TTZ) has trapping radius εCBS 
(respectively εTTZ), release radius aCBS (respectively aTTZ), capture probability Pabs,CBS 
(respectively Pabs,TTZ). The protein has a characteristic binding time τCBS within the CBSs. 
The third kind of monomers are the Power-law-distributed-Trapping Zones (PTZs). Each has 
a different size which is drawn out of a power-law distribution PPTZ(ε) with a size cutoff at 
800nm. The probability Ptrap,PTZ of binding to a PTZ upon encountering one could be 
different than of the TTZs. Inside the TTZs and the PTZs, the protein diffuses and is 
partially reflected from its boundary when it hits it. The exit probability Pexit is the same for 
TTZs and PTZs. The release radius of each PTZs is different and is larger by 10nm from its 
trapping radius ε.
At the equilibration stage of the system, the polymer is placed inside the nuclear domain and 
equilibrates for a time T longer than its longest relaxation mode. The end monomer remains 
fixed at the origin. After this initial phase, the polymer configuration is fixed (except for the 
simulation presented in Supplementary Fig. 2g). The protein is then placed at a random 
position in the nuclear domain. The protein position evolves in time according to the 
Langevin equation
dx = 2Didω, i = F ,Z,CBS
where DZ is the diffusion coefficient of the protein within a zone, DF is the diffusion 
coefficient a free protein (outside of the zones), DCBS is the diffusion coefficient within the 
small CBS, and dω is white Gaussian noise. The diffusion coefficient of the protein in bulk 
is taken to be DF = 5μm2/s, on the order of the experimentally estimated diffusion coefficient 
taken from experiments19. The protein diffuses until encountering a trapping zone or a CBS 
as detailed above. For each unique polymer configuration, we simulated the protein motion 
for 10,000 absorption events. In each condition, we randomized many different polymer 
configurations.
Each simulation produced a long Brownian trajectory of the protein in the nuclear domain. 
White Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 30 nm and mean zero is added to each 
trajectory point. The trajectories from the simulations were aggregated and then split to short 
trajectories with the same length statistics as that of the experimental trajectories. The 
trajectories were then subjected to the same classification procedure by an HMM as were the 
experimental trajectories. We then computed different statistics of these trajectories.
Data availability statement
Raw and processed SPT data is freely available at Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/record/
2208323. All cell lines will be provided upon request.
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Code availability statement
Raw code as well as a detailed description of how the data was analyzed is available on 
GitLab: https://gitlab.com/anders.sejr.hansen/anisotropy. The code for localization and 
tracking is also available on GitLab: https://gitlab.com/tjian-darzacq-lab/SPT_LocAndTrack. 
The code for performing Brownian motion simulations (Supplementary Fig. 2a–c, 3) is 
likewise available on GitLab: https://gitlab.com/tjian-darzacq-lab/simSPT. Finally, the 
PALM-analysis code is also available on GitLab: https://gitlab.com/anders.sejr.hansen/
palm_pipeline/
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. spaSPT reveals anisotropic CTCF diffusion in the nucleus.
(a) Overview of spaSPT. Sketch of HaloTag-labeling with PA-JF549/PA-JF646, photo-
activation, and overview of laser excitation pattern. Below, representative raw images with 
tracking overlaid.
(b) Overview of data-processing. spaSPT trajectories are classified into “bound” and “free” 
segments using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)25. The bound trajectory segments were 
then removed and angles are only calculated from “free” segments. As an additional 
criterion, the angle was only considered when both displacements making up the angle were 
>200 nm (c) or >125 nm (d-h).
(c) Bulk histograms of the distribution of angles for CTCF (C59, C87), Sox2 (C3) and 
Halo-3xNLS in mESCs. Definition of fold-anisotropy, f180/0.
(d) Plot of f180/0 vs. lag time averaging over all displacement lengths.
(e) Plot of f180/0 vs. mean displacement length averaging over all lag times. Error bars in (d-
e) show standard deviation from 50 subsamplings with replacement using 50% of the data 
and centre values show value using 100% of the data.
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(f-h) Anisotropy heatmaps showing f180/0 vs. length of the first and second displacement for 
C59 Halo-CTCF (f), Halo-3xNLS (g), C45 mRad21-Halo (h; in S/G2 phase of the cell 
cycle), averaging over all lag times.
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Figure 2. A model wherein CTCF diffusion in the nucleus is governed by its interaction with 
trapping zones can explain the experimental data.
(a) CTCF (light blue ellipse) diffuses inside the nucleus (large yellow circle). It interacts 
with one of three zone types: (1) small, Cognate DNA Binding Sites (CBSs) (red arrow). (2) 
Transiently trapping zones (TTZs) of size 200 nm (purple). (3) Trapping zones of different 
dimensions, whose size is derived from a power-law distribution (Power-law distributed 
Trapping Zones – PTZs – green; for details about PTZs, please see Fig. 3 and below).
(b) The protein (light blue) is observed at 3 time points (x1, x2, x3) along its stochastic 
trajectory (red curve). Left: Outside of the zones, CTCF performs free diffusion. The angle 
of two consecutive steps is uniformly distributed for this mode of motion. Middle: If CTCF 
leaves a TTZ (x1), diffuses freely (x2), and then reattaches back to the TTZ (x3), the angle 
distribution is anisotropic. Right: While inside a zone, CTCF can be reflected from its 
boundary. The angle distribution, in this case, will be anisotropic
(c) The angle distribution for a protein performing diffusion in a nucleus containing only 
CBSs and TTZs. See Supplementary Table 2 for the simulation parameters.
(d) Angle distribution of the trajectory computed from the simulation when the nucleus 
contains only zones of type 1 and 2 (CBSs and TTZs). CTCF is trapped with high 
probability (Ptrap = 0.99) when touching the zones (red curve). (black curve). The protein is 
trapped with low probability (Ptrap = 0.1) when touching the zone (black curve).
(e) Plot of f180/0 vs. lag time averaging over all displacement lengths of the simulation data 
shown in d.
(f) Plot of f180/0 vs. mean displacement length averaging over all lag times. The data shown 
in (e-f) is the result of n=30 independent simulations. In each simulation, the trajectory of 
CTCF was recoded until its 10000’s capture event. Error bars in (e-f) show standard 
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deviation from 50 subsamplings with replacement using 50% of the data and centre values 
show value using 100% of the data.
(g-h) Anisotropy heatmaps showing f180/0 vs. length of the first and second displacement for 
high binding probability (Ptrap = 0.99) (g) and for smaller binding probability (Ptrap = 0.1) 
(h). See Supplementary Table 2 for the full parameters used.
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Figure 3. Anisotropy and nuclear distribution of ΔRBRi-CTCF.
(a) Bulk angle distribution histograms for CTCF (C59) (red), an endogenous CTCF mutant 
lacking the RBRi domain (C59D2) (black), CTCF with a deletion of CTCF’s 11 Zinc Finger 
domain (ΔZF) and which likely binds neither DNA nor RNA (ΔZF-Halo-CTCF) (green).
(b) Plot of f180/0 vs. lag time averaging over all displacement lengths.
(c) Plot of f180/0 vs. mean displacement length averaging over all lag times. (a-c) show 
standard deviation from 50 subsamplings with replacement using 50% of the data and centre 
values show value using 100% of the data. (d-f) Anisotropy heatmaps showing f180/0 vs. 
length of the first and second displacement for the three cell lines, averaging over all lag 
times.
In (a-f) KI refers to endogenous knock-in cell lines (C59, C59D2) and OE refers to mutants 
studied under exogenous over-expression conditions. OE conditions were optimized (see 
Supplementary Fig. 10) to minimize the well-known artifacts associated with CTCF over-
expression19,39.
Simulations. (g-h) Plot of f180/0 vs. lag time averaging over all displacement lengths (g) or 
vs. mean displacement length averaging over all lag times (h). The data shown in (g-h) is the 
result of n=30 independent simulations. In each simulation, the trajectory of CTCF was 
recoded until its 10000’s capture event. Error bars in and centre values are computed in the 
same way as in (b-c). Red: full model representing wt-CTCF, which interacts with high 
trapping probability with all three zones (CBS, TTZ, PTZ – see Fig. 2a). Black: model of 
ΔRBRi-CTCF, which interacts with high trapping probability with CBS and PTZ but has a 
very weak affinity for the TTZ. Green: model representing ΔZF-CTCF, which has a very low 
affinity to the CBSs, TTZs, and PTZs.
(i) The distribution of CTCF in the nucleus estimated from the simulation (full model 
corresponding to wt-CTCF) (left), and the model where CTCF weakly interacts with TTZ 
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(corresponding to ΔRBRi-CTCF) (right). See Supplementary Table 2 for the full details 
parameters used. Each image (left and right) is the 2d projection of the probability 
distribution function of simulated CTCF, estimated from one representative simulation out of 
the 30 simulations whose results are shown in (g-h). In each simulation, the trajectory of 
CTCF was recoded until its 10000’s capture event.
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Figure 4. Direct evidence that TTZs correspond to CTCF clusters.
(a) Overview of 2-color live-cell simultaneous spaSPT (using Halo-PA-JF549) and PALM 
(using Halo-PA-JF646) as well as laser and camera settings. Cells were imaged until near-
completion (60,000 frames; almost all particles photo-activated and bleached). Labeling: 
~90% Halo-PA-JF646 for PALM to see clusters; ~10% Halo-PA-JF549 for spaSPT to see 
anisotropic trajectories.
(b) Outline of the computational analysis workflow.
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(c-d) Representative raw spaSPT (left) and raw PALM reconstruction (right) data for C59 
Halo-CTCF (c) and D2 ΔRBRi-Halo-CTCF (d). Below: the three localizations making up 
each anisotropic trajectory segment (angle⊰[150;210°]) are shown (left); Right: clusters 
assigned based on PALM data using DBSCAN (radius: ε=100 nm). Out of a total of 33 cells 
for C59 and 31 cells for D2 from n = 3 biologically independent replicates.
(e) Pair cross correlation analysis. We calculated the pair cross correlation43 between 
localizations making up the anisotropic segments of SPT trajectories and the localizations 
making up clusters determined from PALM. A value of 1 is expected for complete spatial 
randomness (CSR), whereas a value above 1 indicates ‘enrichment’. Error bars show 
standard error of the mean from n = 3 biologically independent replicates for the indicated 
number of cells, where 8–12 cells were collected per replicate.
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Figure 5. RBRi-guided CTCF target search mechanism.
(a-b): spaSPT displacement histograms for wt-CTCF (a) and ΔRBRi-CTCF (b). Raw 
displacement data for four different lag times are shown with a 2-state Spot-On model fit 
(bound vs. free) overlaid19,20. The inferred bound fraction and free diffusion coefficients are 
shown (mean across at least n=4 biological replicates) as is the standard error (+/−).
(c) Cumulative probability function of displacement lengths (Δτ=30 ms) for the same data as 
in a-b.
(d) Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) data for wt-CTCF (18 cells), 
ΔRBRi-CTCF (18 cells), and histone H2B (control). Model-fits and inferred residence times 
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 15. The data show mean and SEM for 18 single cells per 
condition from n = 3 biologically independent replicates.
(e) DNA affinity of recombinant wt-CTCF and ΔRBRi-CTCF measured by fluorescence 
polarization binding assays. A labeled DNA duplex containing the core CTCF binding site 
(5 nM) was incubated with increasing amounts of protein (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 10, 20, 40, 100 nM). 
Changes in fluorescence polarization were used to compute binding curves, fitted here to a 
Hill equation to estimate dissociation constant (Kd) and Hill coefficient (h) for wt and 
mutant CTCF (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 15d–g). Plotted are mean values and 
standard deviations (n = 3 biologically independent experiments).
(f) Overview of simulation to test effect of TTZs on kON. Illustration of a model where each 
CBSs is surrounded by a TTZs (left) and a model corresponding to wt CTCF. (right) 
Illustration of a model where the CBSs are not surrounded by TTZs. The nucleus contains 
only PTZs and CBSs. This model corresponds to ΔRBRi-CTCF.
(g) The on-rate to find a CBS (inverse of the mean first encounter time). The on-rate was 
found for the two models as a function of the fraction of monomers that are CBSs out of all 
monomers. The other monomers are PTZs (size drawn from a power-law distribution – see 
Supplementary Table 2). The on-rate was estimated for the wt-CTCF model (red curve) 
where each CBS monomer (of radius 30nm) is surrounded by a TTZ (radius 200nm). The 
on-rate was also estimated for the ΔRBRi-CTCF model (blue curve) where the CBS 
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monomers are not surrounded by the TTZ. The size distribution of the PTZs and the other 
parameters used were the same as in Fig. 3g–h, except for the total number of monomers 
which was 20.
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Figure 6. Model.
(a) Two distinct mechanisms contribute to CTCF anisotropy. First, RBRi-mediated trapping 
of CTCF in transiently trapping zones (TTZs) of a characteristic size (~200 nm). TTZs are 
likely to correspond to clusters of CTCF that form in a largely RBRi-dependent manner37 
and therefore, perhaps, are held together by RNA(s) of a currently unknown identity. 
Cognate Binding Sites (CBSs) reside within the TTZ, as does a piece of DNA strand 
(green). Second, ΔRBRi-CTCF still displays scale-free anisotropy, which may be due to 
non-specific interactions with DNA. We speculatively model this as arising from trapping in 
power-law distributed zones (PTZs).
(b) Diffusion mechanism is modular. By mutating individual protein domains, the effect of 
each individual domain can be determined. CTCF contains 4 major protein domains: an N-
terminal domain (NTD) of largely unknown function, 11 Zinc Fingers essential for DNA-
binding, a short internal RNA-binding region (RBRi), and a C-terminal domain (CTD) of 
largely unknown function. The ZF-domain and the RBRi-domain appear to mediate 
anisotropic diffusion via PTZ and TTZ type mechanisms, respectively.
(c) Target-search mechanism. The RBRi increases the apparent rate at which CTCF locates a 
cognate DNA-binding site. Given that the RBRi also mediates CTCF clustering, we 
speculate that RBRi-mediated CTCF clusters, perhaps near loop boundaries, help “guide” 
diffusing CTCF towards its cognate DNA binding sites (CBSs; DNA is shown in green).
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